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An uncle once told me that he and a buddy on coastal patrol (WWII) would play checkers every day,

and soon by the fifth or sixth move they both knew who would win. I always wondered how he could.

Now that I'm teaching my son the game, I decided to delve into the strategy of checkers - after all, I

want my son to win enough times to build his confidence. I'm competitive by nature and he is

insightful so it can't look like I'm trying to lose.......This book has helped somewhat - I can always set

up a run of jumps for him if I think about the strategy I've read in this book and my son is so

triumphant when he nearly wins - then almost loses - and then traps me where I can't move and he

is champion of the world!!!

You get some really nice tips from a pro with this book

This is a great book. It came quickly in the mail and in good condition. I like the way it is written and

how it works you through the thought process in studying the game of checkers.

I love the book



This Book on How To Win At Checkers is a great read for a new checkers player at any age. +++++

A great book for intermediate level players or determined beginners. Won't make you a Master, but

you'll still be better than everyone you know.

Reinfeld has truly excelled in this book about checkers. This is the most complete book on checkers

you will ever find, in or out of print.The book covers tactics such as traps and shots and then goes

on to cover just about every important opening to at least some degree, often with main-lines and

numerous variations. Finally, the section on endings is quite complete; nowhere else can I find the

four kings vs. three situation covered.Whenever I have a question I turn first to this book and almost

always find an answer.Be aware that information is packed tightly into every page and you will need

to study each situation carefully, playing through the variations on a second board. For instance,

opening variations are often contained in a few lines of commentary; you will lose out if you don't

pay attention to these variations. It is clearly not a book for dabblers, but one which requires

substantial effort, which will be well rewarded.This book does not get a lot of attention from the

experts, perhaps because Reinfeld's is known primarily as a chess writer. In fact this book is a

must-have for serious beginners and intermediates. If you combine this with The Little Giant

Encyclopedia of Checker Puzzles you have enough study material for months, and your game will

improve rapidly.(Don't be put off by the cover photo, which is full of errors and serves to trivialize

and stereotype the game of checkers. The contents are what matters.)

I found this book to be a very good introduction to checkers. It covers, in depth, sacrifices (pitches)

to set up two-for-one exchanges, and the "five positions" that most commonly occur in the

endgame. The analysis of openings is thorough, and a major plus for me was the section on forcing

draws from "losing" positions. Only two things stopped me from ranking this book at 5 stars - the

pictures of the boards are just too big, and are sometimes two pages back from where the written

analysis takes place. Also some sample historic games would have been nice. The author has used

an appendix to describe different versions of checkers around the world and this is, frankly, useless.

That space could have been better used by a couple of analysed historic games. Other than these

minor peeves, it is an excellent book. I would not hesitate to recommend it to a checkers enthusiast

from beginner to intermediate level.
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